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SUWARY 

A theorem due to Dilworth on chain 

decompoaltlonB of partially ordered sets 

Is shown to be a consequence of Nenger's 

theorem In the theory of linear graphs. 
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NOTE ON A TOSOREM OP DILWORTH 

D. R. Pulkerson 

Let P be a finite partially ordered set with elements 

lt2,.,,,n and order relation denoted by ">." A chain in P 

is a set of one or more elements 1«•!*#•• •»I«, with 

i^ > ip > ... > i^. A decomposition of P is a partition of 

P into chains; a decomposition with the saallest number of chains 

is minimal. Two members i,J of P are unrelated if neither 

i > J nor J > i. Dilworth U] has proved that the number of 

chains in a minimal decomposition of P is equal to the maximal 

number of mutually unrelated elements of P. 

Recently Oantzig and Hoffman [l] have formulated the problem 

of finding a minimal decomposition of P as a transportation- 

type linear programming problem, and have shown that DilworU^s 

theorem follows from the duality theorem of linear inequality 

theory. Our aim here is to show that Diiworth's theorem can 

be deduced from Menger's theorem [3, p.c'1^] concerning linear 

graphs. TYiat the two theorems are related is not surprising, 

since Menger's theorem may also be viewed as a consequence of 

the duality theorem applied to a programming problem of 

transportation type [2]. 
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We need Mengen'e theorem in only the following rather 

epecial form. Let L be a llneux- ^x'aph with node set N and 

suppose N is partitioned into fixed subsets N.^IU. An N.fN« eut C  . 

of L is a subset of N having the property that every arc joining 

a node of N. to a node of N« has some node of C as endpolnt, 

and no proper subset of C has this property. An N.,!^ Join 

J of L is a set of arcs of L, each of which joins a node of 

N. to a node of N«, and no two uf which have a node in common. 

Manger's theorem, applied to L and the given N^Ng partition, 

states that max |J| • min|C|(where |S| denotes the number of ele- 
J       C 

ments in set S), the maximum being taken over all N^Ng Joins J, 

the minimum over all N.^Ng outs C. A proof of this particular 

version of Menger's theorem has also been given by Bgervary [4]. 

We proceed to a deduction of Oilworth's theorem. Oiven 

the partially ordered set P - ^lv2t...,n | , let L be the linear 

graph consisting of 2n nodes, labeled a,,...,a , b,,...^ , 

and arcs defined from P by the rule: If i > j# then a.b, is 

an arc of L; these are all the arcs of L. Let N. • I a,,...^ j , 

N2 ■ {bl»",»l}n[ ' Hönco^orth all joins and cuts are relative 

to N1,li2. 

Lemma 1. Corresponding to any Join J of L, there is a 

decomposition D of P with lJ| + |Dl • n. 

Leimna 2. Corresponding to any cut C of L, there is a set 

U of mutually unrelated elements of P with |C| ♦ jU| • n. 
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Not« that Dllworth't theorem follows from the lemmas and 
A A. 

Nengar't theorem. For let J be a maximal Join in L, C a minimal 

out, and let Dt U be their respective correspondents in P. By 
A        A A A. 

Nenger*» theorem, |J| • |C|j hence, by tue lemmas, |D| - |U|. 

But |ü| < |D| for any U and D, since two unrelated elements 

can not belong to the same chain.  Hence max|U| - min|D|. 

Proof of Lemma 1» Let J • J a. b. ,a4 t. .... ,a.   b.  ( , 
  I H ^    ^J *-k 32k-l ^V. \ 

Thus 

•% > ig* 1« y  1]^»  •••»  2k—l * 2k 

in P, and we may put these together to form chains in the obvious 

way. These chains will be disjunct, since J is a Join in L. 

By adding to these, as one-element chains,all indices from 

l#2#...#n which do not already occur, a decomposition D of P is 

obtained. If the length of the i  chain in D is |Uf then 

|D|    |D| 
n - I ^»i - I (ii - 1) + ID| - Ul •»• |D|. 

1-1    i-1 

Proof of hum* 2. Let C mK*i  »..^a^ 9\>.  »•••»bjj* ^ •!•— 

nents of the set Z of indices i^*...,ik»J^>...•J^ are all distinct, 

for suppose i^l' My< Slnca c i> a out, there is an ari C with 

a b4 an are of L; similarly there is a ba£ C with a. b_ an arc of r j^ sr      i^ ■ 
L. Then, by the transitivity of the ordering and the assumption that 
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1. ■ J^,  it follows that arb8 Is an arc of L.    This contradicts 

the fact that C is a cut, and thus implies that the elements of 

I are all distinct.    Now let U be the complement of the set I 

in lf2t...fn.    Since C is a cut, the elements of U are mutually 

unrelated in P, and n • |U|  + !C|. 
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